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Maybe you envision welcoming neighborhoods with plenty of affordable housing. 
Maybe you envision supportive communities with good schools for your kids and 
reliable transit to get to work. Maybe you envision a place where you feel secure being 
yourself, without worry of discrimination because of who you are. Whatever your vision, 
it should be heard and valued.

Last summer and fall, Poverty Action staff and board members traveled around   
the state to hear from people living on low incomes about their own experiences and 
visions. We heard heartbreaking stories of people struggling to meet their most basic 
needs – housing, food, dental care, and more. We heard about structural barriers   
and discrimination on the basis of race, class, or a history of incarceration. Just as 
importantly, we also heard stories of incredible resilience, strength, and kindness. 

The stories of these parents, students, friends, family members, and workers ground 
us in our mission and bolster our belief that a Washington free of poverty is not only 
necessary, but possible.

In 2020, Poverty Action has a vision for justice. We envision a Washington where 
families can focus on having fun together instead of how they will pay the rent, where 
people – particularly people of color – feel safe being themselves in their communities, 
where our immigrant family members and friends are fully valued and supported, 
where people can access the care they need to live healthy lives, and where people 
have equitable access to education and opportunity.

To be sure, it will take all of us to make this happen. It will take all of our calls, emails, 
and visits to legislators. It will take all of our protests and marches. And it will take all 
of our hard work and dedication to remove structural barriers and create clear 
pathways to economic and racial justice.

In recent years we’ve seen meaningful progress towards our vision, with the passage  
of dozens of important bills that have laid the foundation for economic justice   
in our state. We hope you’ll join us this year as we build on this progress and fight   
for a Washington that is racially, economically, and politically just. 

Together we can build a state that truly exemplifies our vision for justice.

Thank you for all you do!

Marcy Bowers

Dear 
Friends —

When you think about the Washington 
you want to live in, what do you envision?
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Our 
Vision

The Statewide Poverty 
Action Network is a catalyst 
for economic justice.

We work alongside low-income 
communities and communities 
of color in Washington state 
to support emerging leaders, 
mobilize voters, and advance 
equitable policy solutions. 

We believe that change 
starts with community; 
by centering the voices of 
those impacted by poverty 
and injustice, we can build 
an equitable Washington 
free of poverty. 
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Listening Sessions are the 
backbone of our policy work.
Each year, our Policy Agenda is informed by the conversations 
and feedback we hear from people with low incomes and people 
of color throughout Washington. 

Des Moines

•  Individuals seeking assistance from the Department of Social 
and Health Services (DSHS) report pervasive negative and 
disrespectful treatment. 

•  The Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) grant is 
too low to keep up with the increased costs of living. Families are 
unable to meet their basic needs.

•  Financial aid is counted as income, decreasing TANF amounts 
for individuals in school who need the assistance to continue 
paying rent and for other essentials.

•  TANF’s time limits on vocational education (and the time-limit 
policy in general) impede the type of educational attainment 
that could help families achieve long-term stability.

Aberdeen

•  Eligibility requirements and 
expectations to stay in good standing 
with social service programs prioritize 
compliance over family well-being. 
The lack of communication between 
varied services, programs, and DSHS 
leads to inconsistent support. 

•  Childcare is cost-prohibitive, and 
parents face difficulties in qualifying 
for subsidized childcare.

•  Debt inhibits opportunities for 
families to move out of poverty,  
and court fees, garnished wages,  
and withheld financial assistance  
trap people in a cycle of poverty.

•  The lack of affordable, accessible 
dental care negatively impacts 
people’s overall health and well-being. 
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During the summer and early fall, Poverty Action staff and board travel   
to Washington towns whose demographics reflect the communities our 
organization serves. This year, we met with community members in 
Aberdeen, Longview, Walla Walla, Des Moines, and Okanogan. 

Even though community members from these five towns had a diverse  
array of experiences, a clear pattern emerged in our Listening Sessions.   
Low-income families across the state struggle to meet their basic needs,  
pay off debt, and, if they have criminal convictions, rebuild their lives after 
leaving prison.

Longview

•  Dental care is extremely difficult   
to access, and it is nearly impossible 
to find preventive care. 

•  The cost of rent far outpaces 
increases in income, and 
qualifications for rental subsidies are 
set up in ways that require families 
to be destabilized before they can 
access assistance (e.g., requiring  
a notice of eviction before providing 
one-time rental assistance). 

•  Stigma, judgement, and violence 
directed at low-income individuals 
and people experiencing 
homelessness is pervasive. 

•  Lack of supports and resources         
for formerly incarcerated people 
create barriers to obtaining 
employment, housing, and 
navigating the court system. 
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Okanogan

•  Emergency dental care is inaccessible for individuals 
on Apple Health (the state version of Medicaid). 

•  TANF does not pay enough to cover families’ basic 
needs, including housing.

•  Drug treatment and resources for communities 
heavily impacted by substance abuse are lacking. 

Walla Walla

•  Dental insurance is difficult to afford 
unless it is offered as part of an 
employer’s benefits package.

•  Language barriers place limits on 
earning a degree or landing a job   
with competitive wages.

•  Rising costs of living coupled with low 
wages creates financial stress which 
harms both parents and children.



History

A strong social safety net is the foundation of a strong community. We should always 
have access to support and a baseline of financial stability, even when life throws 
unexpected challenges at us. Parents should not have to worry that a job loss will 
mean no way to put food on the table. A long illness should never lead to homelessness. 

Washington state’s social safety net is formed in large part by its state-funded 
assistance programs, which are designed to protect children and adults from the 
harmful effects of deep poverty1. However, program cuts and the rising cost of living 
have made it more difficult for people living on low incomes to get the help they need. 

Families of color in particular are disproportionately harmed by deep poverty. 
Historical and contemporary racist policies, such as redlining, heightened policing, 
and segregated school systems, have disproportionately harmed and criminalized 
communities of color over the years. These discrepancies are exacerbated when we 
do not have strong safety net programs for people struggling with hurdles such as 
homelessness, financial instability, or mental health conditions. 

Poverty Action works to strengthen basic needs supports and advocate for policies 
that will ensure a baseline of economic security, no matter the situation. Our work   
is focused on three programs in particular, one that supports families with children,  
and two that support adults with disabilities. 

Building a Stronger Safety Net

1What is deep poverty?

The U.S. Census Bureau defines “deep poverty“ as living in a household with a total cash  
income below 50% of the poverty threshold. According to the Census Bureau, 18.5 million  
people nationwide lived in deep poverty in 2016.

ISSUE #1
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DES MOINES — Attendees were current Temporary Assistance for Needy  
Families (TANF) recipients and WorkFirst participants currently attending  
Highline Community College. 



The state’s Housing and Essential Needs (HEN) program provides rent, utility, and 
transportation assistance, as well as access to health and hygiene items, to people 
living on extremely low incomes who have mental health illnesses or physical disabilities. 
HEN is a highly effective program that prevents homelessness and promotes health, 
recovery, and wellness. The demand for HEN currently far outstrips the available 
resources allocated for the program. Furthermore, high-cost-of-living counties 
struggle to ensure a smooth transition after recipients qualify for federal disability 
benefits, which are sometimes more modest than the important stability HEN provides.

The Aged, Blind, & Disabled (ABD) program provides modest cash assistance to 
adults with low incomes and permanent mental health illnesses or physical disabilities 
who are working towards obtaining federal disability benefits. The ABD cash grant 
remains at an all-time low after being slashed during the Great Recession. The current 
maximum cash grant is $197 per month. The rate is further reduced to $120 per 
month for recipients with safe, reliable no-cost shelter, due to ABD’s Shelter Penalty. 
Despite the fact that the state is fully reimbursed by the federal government for the 
cost of providing ABD when recipients transition to federal benefits, the state has still 
not acted to ensure that the grant provides a greater level of support to low-income 
people with disabilities.

ISSUE #1.1

Providing Financial Assistance 
to Adults with Disabilities

I want to give my kids the life that they deserve and let them live 
how a child should. I want to be a nurse, and my ultimate goal is 
that my kids will go and do what they’re supposed to do. Go to 
college. They don’t have to repeat the cycle.
Attendee of the Des Moines Listening Session
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What We’re Doing About It

Poverty Action supports policies that prioritize the health, wellness, and stability   
of Washingtonians with disabilities living on low incomes.

1. Ensure shallow rental subsides are available in high-cost regions of the state,   
so that the transition from HEN/ABD to federal disability benefits doesn’t result   
in an eviction or a return to homelessness.

2. Significantly raise the ABD cash grant to be on par with other cash assistance 
programs in Washington state, and eliminate ABD’s Shelter Penalty which punishes 
recipients for having safe, reliable shelter. 



Providing Assistance to Families

ISSUE #1.2

Washington state protects families with children from the harmful effects of deep 
poverty through Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)/WorkFirst.  
TANF provides cash assistance and childcare to families, while parents participate  
in WorkFirst, which helps with job searching, training, and addressing barriers   
to employment.

While deep poverty has remained stubbornly persistent in Washington state,   
the number of families who are able to access TANF has plummeted to an all-time  
low of fewer than 25,000 households. This is because during the Great Recession, 
Washington state implemented harsh and punitive policy changes in a misguided 
attempt to save the state money. These policy changes included severe time limits, 
debilitating sanctions, and processes that made accessing the benefit even more 
complicated. Were Washington state adhering to pre-recession policies, 30,000 
additional families in deep poverty would be able to access TANF. Instead, families 
are regularly cut off from the program and kids must bear the harmful burden of 
growing up in a household without income. Worst of all, families of color – particularly 
Black and Native American families – are cut off at rates that are disproportional to 
their make-up of the overall caseload. While Black families make up 19% of the TANF 
caseload, they make up nearly 30% of the families removed from TANF due to time limits. 
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Figures are 3-year averages from State Fiscal Year 2015, 2016, and 2017.

TANF’s harsh time limit policy disproportionately 
penalizes Black and Native American families
TANF’s harsh time limit policy disproportionately 
penalizes Black and Native American families



What We’re Doing About It

Poverty Action supports policy changes to TANF that restore common sense  
policies that prioritize family and child well-being over a rigid focus on compliance.

1. Undo harsh policies which keep families from accessing TANF. These include 
enacting common sense time limit extensions and easing harsh sanction policies, 
including full-family sanctions which entirely eliminates a family’s grant while they  
are in sanction status.

2. Re-instate the Child Support Pass-Through for TANF families, which would allow 
families to receive a portion of their child support payments currently withheld entirely 
by the state.
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My TANF grant is $670 and my rent is $995. That’s not considering 
vehicle costs. You guys know what it takes to raise children. It’s 
expensive just to supply them with the basic necessities. And with 
my rent being over $300 more than my TANF grant is, I’m left to sell 
belongings, and that only lasts so long. Or beg family until I can find 
a better source of income. Most of my relatives say, ‘I’m sorry, we’re 
barely paying our bills too.’

Attendee of the Longview Listening Session



Dental Therapy

LONGVIEW  — Attendees of this Listening Session were program participants  
of the Lower Columbia Community Action Program, a local nonprofit that 
offers direct service support, employment and life skills courses, and 
transportation resources. Many had experienced homelessness and/or were 
living on low, fixed incomes.

History

Affordable, accessible dental care is an essential component of overall health.   
Yet for too many Washingtonians, routine and timely access to dental care is hard to 
obtain. Low income communities, communities of color, and rural communities have 
disproportionately low access to dental care. Even when insured through state-funded 
insurance like Apple Health (Washington’s state version of Medicaid), Washingtonians 
find that dentists often reject their insurance due to its low reimbursement rates. 
Regardless of type of insurance (Apple Health or private insurance), the high cost of 
dental care makes it inaccessibly expensive, and many low-income Washingtonians are 
unable to get the routine, preventative oral health care they need and only receive care 
when they are suddenly faced with a dental emergency.

There’s not a lot of preventative dental care leading up to when you 
suddenly have a [dental emergency] and have to have your teeth 
taken out. It feels like dentists won’t do really anything to try and 
save your teeth. They’ll just pull them.
Attendee of the Longview Listening Session

ISSUE #2

What We’re Doing About It

Poverty Action supports boosting access to affordable and comprehensive dental 
care through the expansion of dental therapy. Dental therapists are dental care 
professionals who can provide high-quality, preventative oral health care for a lower 
cost, and work in dental offices under the supervision of licensed dentists. Their 
efficacy and critical role in expanding access to dental care is already proven thanks 
to SB 2079, which was passed in 2017 and allows dental therapists to practice in tribal 
communities across the state.

In 2020, we are advocating for HB 1317, which would allow dental therapists to 
practice in all communities in Washington state under the supervision of a licensed 
dentist. HB 1317 would expand SB 2079 and allow dental therapists to provide 
affordable, high-quality dental care across Washington state.  
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Consumer Protections

History

Robust and transparent consumer protections that support people with managing 
their debt are an important part of a strong economic system. Debt can be a gridlock 
to a person’s financial situation, particularly when that person is already living in 
poverty. This economic barrier is further exacerbated by the fact that low-income 
people and people of color are often the targets of dishonest and exploitative debt 
collection practices. Nationally, approximately 45% of people who live in predominately 
non-White areas have a debt in collections, compared to just 27% in predominately 
White areas2.  Data shows that debt buyers (companies that buy outstanding debts  
for pennies on the dollar and then attempt to collect on that debt for a profit) 
disproportionately sue people of color and low-income people for outstanding debts3.  
These debt buyers unequivocally rely on tax-funded institutions – namely the court 
system – to generate much of their income, and utilize unfair and deceptive methods 
which exploit people living on low incomes and people of color.

Washingtonians are similarly harmed by exploitative practices when they fall into 
debt. A recent study of debt collection practices in Washington from 2012 – 2016 
found that over 80% of all collection cases in Washington resulted in default judgments 
in favor of collectors4.  Contributing to this high rate of default judgments is the fact 
that consumers are almost never represented by attorneys on debt collection cases in 
Washington’s Superior Courts5.  Even though collectors lack sufficient documentation 
for these court cases in a shocking 88-94% of the suits that they file6,  they still obtain 
default judgements even when they cannot prove the true amount owed or that the 
person named in the lawsuit actually owes that debt. Without legal representation in 
court, people are unable to demand proof of debt or defend against unwarranted 
legal actions.

ISSUE #3
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2 Ratcliffe, Caroline,  et al. “Debt in America: An Interactive Map.” Urban Institute. 2017. 

3 Stauffer, Brian. “Rubber Stamp Justice: US Courts, Debt Buying Corporations, and the Poor.” Human Rights 
Watch. January 2016.

4 Feltner, Tom, Barnard, Julia and Stifler, Lisa. “Debt by Default: Debt Collection Practices in Washington 2012-
2016.” Center for Responsible Lending. March 2019. 

5 Ibid.

6 “The Structure and Practices of the Debt Buying Industry.” Federal Trade Commission. January 2013.

I feel like at some point in time my feet are going to be knocked out 
from under me over this debt that I owe that keeps adding up. The 
interest accrues. I keep getting a statement and no matter how 
much I pay for it, it doesn’t matter. It goes up higher and higher and 
higher and it never matters.
Attendee of the Aberdeen Listening Session

ABERDEEN  — Attendees were current Temporary Assistance for Needy Families 
(TANF) recipients and WorkFirst participants attending Grays Harbor College. 



What We’re Doing About It

We believe that everyone should have fair and reasonable consumer protections 
when they borrow money or fall into debt. In 2020 we will continue to advocate   
for both maintaining consumer protections already in place and enacting stronger 
protections that will help Washington families avoid debt and lower their amount owed. 

1. Require debt buyers to legitimately prove that a debt is owed before they can file  
a claim and obtain a default judgment against a person. We support policies that 
regulate debt buyers’ abilities to file and win baseless lawsuits against Washingtonians. 

2. In 2019, we helped pass a bill to prevent home foreclosures due to the inability to 
pay property taxes. The bill makes it easier for homeowners to set up payment plans 
and ensures that counties provide homeowners with information about services and 
programs to help them address outstanding property taxes. In the 2020 session, we 
will be advocating for funding investments in these foreclosure prevention programs.  
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Consumer Protections

ISSUE #3

This map shows the amount of debt buyer court cases throughout Washington that end in a default judgement 
favoring the debt buyer. Over 50% of debt buyer court cases in Washington end this way.

Percentage of Debt Buyer Cases that End in Default Judgment
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Justice Reform

My hope for my family is to get to the point where we’re overflowing. 
Not just barely able to figure out how to be giving. Everything I care 
about has to do with making the world a better place. I hope that for 
my kids, I hope that they find their gifts [in life]. 

Attendee of the Okanogan Listening Session

History

A criminal record should not be a life sentence to poverty. But in Washington state  
and throughout the country, people with criminal convictions find it difficult to move 
forward after prison and obtain housing, employment, and education. Furthermore, 
the criminal justice system disproportionately harms communities of color. Racist 
policies and practices – such as the war on drugs and three strikes laws – mean that 
Black Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans are incarcerated at higher rates in 
comparison to their White counterparts. 

We believe that everyone deserves a second chance, and that people impacted   
by the criminal justice system should have the supports and skills necessary to build 
fulfilling lives.

ISSUE #4

What We’re Doing About It

Last year we worked with a strong coalition of justice reform advocates to pass the 
New Hope Act, which improves the process of obtaining Certificates of Discharge, 
expands the types of convictions that are eligible to be vacated from criminal records, 
and makes the process of vacating convictions easier and more accessible. These 
changes will help formerly incarcerated people regain their civil rights, obtain 
housing, employment, and professional licensing, and reintegrate into their 
communities. But we’re not stopping there!

Even with the passage of the New Hope Act, people still have to petition the court, 
appear before a judge, and then are subject to the judge’s discretion as to whether 
their charge will be vacated. Navigating this process can be extremely challenging 
and expensive, and often requires extensive legal assistance. That’s why we’re 
advocating for the Clean Slate Act – automatic record clearing once a person fulfills 
their requirements to the state and remains crime-free for a set period of time.  
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OKANOGAN  — Attendees were program participants of the Okanogan  
County Community Action Council, a local nonprofit that provides direct  
service support such as services for veterans and their families, weatherization,  
and housing supports. Participants had previously experienced housing 
instability or intimate partner violence.



We parents have no money, we just work for pure income, for 
electricity, for lunch. I think if I had a little extra [from the Working 
Families Tax Credit] I would travel. Take my daughter to a place she 
does not know, one I could never have taken her to before.

Attendee of the Walla Walla Listening Session
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Revenue

ISSUE #5

History

A fair and balanced tax code ensures that the resources we all rely on, like schools, 
parks, and public transportation, have the foundation they need to keep serving   
our communities. However, Washington state has the most regressive tax code of   
any state in the country, meaning that families making the least amount of money   
pay up to six times more in taxes as a share of their income compared to families 
making the most money. 

Over the course of many decades, Washington’s lawmakers have created a tax system 
that favors people with more income and wealth at the expense of low- and middle-
income people. While the intent may not have been hostile, policies and laws that 
advantage or harm certain groups – such as tax loopholes for the wealthy, redlining  
to keep people of color out of certain neighborhoods, and restricting tax revenue 
from supporting schools in the poorest communities – have created a tax system that 
places the most financial burden on low- and middle-income Washingtonians. 
Additionally, low-income Washingtonians are disproportionately people of color,   
so our tax code perpetuates racial inequity and creates additional barriers for low-
income people of color to achieve economic stability.     

WALLA WALLA  — Attendees were participants of the Blue Mountain Action 
Council’s Commitment to Community, a grassroots program that supports Walla 
Walla residents living in the most economically challenged neighborhoods with 
opportunities to organize amongst themselves and build social capital. 
Participants were either immigrants or first-generation, all of Latino descent. 



What We’re Doing About It

Poverty Action supports a rebalancing of the tax code by funding and updating the 
Working Families Tax Credit (WFTC). 

The WFTC, which became law in 2008, is Washington state’s version of the Earned 
Income Tax Credit (EITC), the federal government’s most successful poverty reduction 
program. But the state legislature has never actually put the necessary funds toward 
implementing the WFTC, missing a vital opportunity to rebalance our tax code for 
low- and moderate-income Washingtonians. If implemented, the WFTC would 
provide an average of $350 per year to eligible households, thereby boosting families’ 
economic security and mitigating the impact of our state’s regressive tax structure. 
We also propose updating the WFTC to include:

•  Expanding eligibility to workers age 19 and up without children;

•  Using a modern definition of “work” to include low-income college students   
and people who care for family members; and

•  Recognizing immigrant workers (ITIN filers), who are not eligible for the federal 
EITC, as eligible for the WFTC.
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A Vision for Justice 
in 2020
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After our months spent traveling and meeting with community members,   
we use the legislative session to take action on the policy solutions you’ve 
read about in this agenda. We work alongside community advocates   
to meet with lawmakers, testify in Olympia, attend local marches or  
community events, and advocate online. 

Our vision for a just and inclusive Washington may be a bold vision,   
but it is not impossible. Washingtonians deserve a political system that   
is accountable and accessible to all, a robust social safety net to support 
families when times get tough, and policies that demonstrate respect   
for all people. By working together we can — and will — achieve this. 



povertyaction.org

facebook.com/povertyaction

info@povertyaction.org

@poverty_action

@PovertyActionWA

We invite you to join us and thousands of other community advocates from 
across Washington to help accomplish this vision for justice. Visit us online 
and sign up for our Network News emails, which contain opportunities   
to help us push or block certain bills in the legislature. Throughout the 2020 
legislative session we will keep you updated on the status of our policy agenda 
items and let you know about events and opportunities to advocate. 
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A Brief History 
of Poverty Action
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In 1996, in response to the federal passage of the 
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity 
Reconciliation Act (commonly known as “welfare 
reform”), ten activists of color came together to 
form the Washington Welfare Reform Coalition. 
That November, nearly 300 community leaders 
and organizations from across the state organized 
a unified response to this dramatic policy change 
that deepened poverty for struggling families 
across the state and country.

In 2001, the Washington Welfare Reform Coalition 
officially changed its name to the Statewide 
Poverty Action Network and expanded its focus  
to statewide poverty issues. In 2003, Fair Budget,  
a low-income advocacy organization, merged into 
Poverty Action bringing their rich history to our 
legislative and media advocacy work.

For over two decades, Poverty Action and   
our statewide network have worked to eliminate 
the root causes of poverty and to empower 
Washingtonians living on low incomes. Poverty 
Action uses its position as our state’s most diverse 
and effective anti-poverty coalition to continue  
to work on state public policy and to connect the 
specific debates on those policies to the larger 
message of economic equity and security.
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Poverty Action Staff

Marcy Bowers, Executive Director

Omar Cuevas Vega, Community Organizer

Jay Doran, Policy & Field Campaign Manager

David Hlebain, Basic Needs Campaign Manager

Adriana Lasso-Harrier, Communications Manager

Poverty Action Board

Our board members come from across Washington 
state. In order to uphold lived experience and a diversity 
of background, the majority of our board members are 
people living on low incomes, people of color, and 
people living outside Seattle. 

Juanita Maestas, Chair 
Covington 

Pam Bailey, Vice Chair 
Kent

Chris Carnell   
Seattle

Jackie Johnson  
Neah Bay

Tony Lee   
Seattle
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Vernon Loke   
Spokane

Rob Richards   
Olympia

Julie Watts   
Olympia

Samantha Whiteside 
Bellingham 
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